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Climate as a Thing

Working with the politics and debate on climate change, you quickly realize 
that it is not merely a scientific fact but a complex issue that calls for a para-
digmatic change affecting both how we understand our surroundings and 
how we deal with them socially, culturally and politically. Bruno Latour makes 
a distinction between objects and Things, where the latter contain both the 
object out there and “an issue very much in there” (Latour 2004, p. 233). 
Suggesting ‘Thing’ as a concept, he highlights a dialogical aspect of things 
where the scientific viewpoint concerned with facts, at a distance of the 
observed world, has come to an end. As Latour points out, the word Thing 
is etymologically related to the Germanic and Scandinavian “tinge” meaning 
both a thing and an assembly.

Latour’s argument is complicated but usefully points to the complexity we 
find around the climate change debate. Climate changes and observations 
are not (yet) facts, and we need to deal with them as ‘matters of concern’ 
before they become ‘matters of facts’. Things, like the UN COP-conferences 
need to be gathered in order to establish the climate crisis as a ‘matter of 
concern’. At and around a COP-conference Things take place; facts and 
objects enter the Thing, and are gathered, interpreted and debated – as sci-
entific observations (e.g., global warming), personal observations of nature 
(e.g., drought), cultural frameworks about how we regard nature or political/
economical constructions (e.g., the carbon cap and trade bill).

The astrophysicist Roger Malina points to the need for a digital climate art 
that can deal with the distance between science, technology and our every-
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day world experience by opening up the scientific labs (Malina 2009, p. 99). 
However, besides opening the labs, we need to open the political structures, 
the Things for new forms of debate and understanding. After all, the tradi-
tional Things of COP15 did not succeed, and the current fading interest in – 
or even acknowledgement of – the climate changes emphasize that it is still 
difficult for many people to relate to the crisis. There is a need for artistic in-
terference with the highly complex techno-cultural construction of the climate 
debate itself; an exploration of climate crisis as a Thing. Climate change is 
not a problem easily solved and requires not only technical innovations and 
political courage but also changes in our values, desires and consumer cul-
ture. Art has the potential for creating meaning formation, public debate and 
not least meta-reflection on the whole process; a meta-reflection needed to 
create paradigmatic changes in our way of organising, handling and under-
standing our global environment.

Planetary Pledge Pyramid (PPP)

In the period leading up to COP15 in Copenhagen, Dec 2009, we, together 
with the British artist collective The People Speak (THEPS), aimed to con-
struct a worldwide Thing for conversation and action on the climate crisis. 
The idea was to make a pyramid scheme generating ideas, debate and the 
finances to carry out the aspirations of the people. However, during COP15, 
as the failure became evident, PPP also turned into an alternative Thing and 
a critical reflection on COP15.

In order to find the forms of representation that could lead to the develop-
ment of future Things, we believe it is necessary to explore formats people 
are familiar with; popular formats that people actually use in daily life to 
represent and recognize themselves – such as talkshows, gameshows and 
Facebook.

PPP in reality consisted of three different Things, loosely tied together. 1) 
THEPS’ people-led talkshow Talkaoke set up on the City Hall Square in Co-
penhagen (Rådhuspladsen). 2) A Facebook application disseminating PPP, 
encouraging people to pledge money and bring forward planet-saving ideas. 
3) THEPS’ gameshow Who Wants to Be...? in an ‘end-of-the-world’ edition
where the participants debated and chose the final planet-saving idea to
back with the money generated by the scheme.

Representing the Masses

We estimate that around 2500 people were involved directly in PPP – stag-
gering, but far from world encompassing. However, merely assessing by the 
number of participants misses the point, as our aim was not primarily to 
amass people, but also to give them the opportunity to reflect on their power 
and how Things should be constructed for the climate crisis.

With reference to Walter Benjamin, the crucial question is whether the 
people are merely given a structure to express themselves or if they are ac-
tually given their right to also change the structures (Benjamin 1985, p. 241). 
The issue is not just how many people support a cause in Facebook but 

whether it provides an opportunity to reflect their own position and negotiate 
their power as a networked mass ornament (cf.: Kracauer 1977): How do we 
create a form of representation that entails the right to critically reflect and 
change its structure.

In our project this means the right to negotiate hierarchies of meaning, 
control and action. In other words, what is interesting is how the elements in 
PPP work as Things where people can relate ‘facts’ to personal experiences, 
belief, lifestyle, etc. and find their own voice in the climate debate. Ultimately, 
this was combined with a reflection on the Thing itself, on the failures of 
COP15 and on which kinds of alternative Things are needed.
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